
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

 

BOSTON’S R&B ARTIST OF THE YEAR, MIRANDA RAE, RELEASES NEW SINGLE THAT 

SHINES A LIGHT ON SELF-IDENTITY 

 

      
 

Boston, Massachusetts – Boston based R&B artist, Miranda Rae, sheds light on the topic of self-identity with 

her newest single, Moonlight, in collaboration with Los Angeles based singer, Durand Bernarr.  

 

Recipient of Boston Music Award’s R&B Artist of the Year in 2020 and the ‘Verses or Vibes’ contest winner at 

BAMS Fest (Boston Art & Music Soul Fest), Miranda Rae has also partnered with the likes of WERS 88.9FM, 

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, ONCE Ballroom, and Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce and has 

collaborated with artists that include, Dutch Re Belle, $ean Wire, Najee Janey, and Milkshaw Benedict. 

 

With her introductory EP in 2016, Defying Love, she seemingly showed listeners what topics she wants to put 

the spotlight on and the artistry she wants to be known for. Track titles that included: Prayer for Love, 

Invitation for Love, Tearing My Soul, and Back to Me, made it apparent that Miranda Rae chose to embark on 

a mission to heal with her music. As she makes a name for herself in the Boston music scene and beyond, she 

takes on the responsibility to speak on what matters to her and her fan base.  

 

Inspired by moments where she struggled with her own sense of identity while tapping into the influence jazz 

and classical music had on her at an early age, Moonlight was born.  

 

Together with Durand Bernarr, Moonlight brings the smoothness of two contrasting vocals with penetrating 

lyrics that will transport listeners to a place where they too can find the confidence to shine their own light. And 

doing so through feeling free from their own inhibitions and insecurities. 

 

Moonlight is available everywhere. 
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